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We prefer to issue and receive applications via our on-line recruitment website at www.ulster.ac.uk/jobs
Hard copy applications can be obtained by telephoning 028 7012 4072
The University is an equal opportunities employer and welcomes applicants from all sections of the community, particularly from those with
disabilities. Appointment will be made on merit.

Faculty of Computing, Engineering and the Built Environment

Professors (2 posts) Ref: 1648050/E

Readers/Senior Lecturers (4 posts) Ref: 1648051/E

Lecturers (6 posts) Ref: 1648064/E

Ulster is a university in the top 3% globally, with a £200m annual
turnover; it has a central role to play in Northern Ireland’s future.
The Cognitive Analytics Research Laboratory is Northern Ireland’s
first data analytics institute. It is a £4 million investment that will
bring together businesses, government and advanced academic
research expertise to find innovative application areas for cognitive
analytics techniques.
It represents a key component of Ulster’s strategic plan for the
next five years, which encompasses an ambitious vision that will
take us to our fiftieth anniversary in 2034. The plan is focused
on delivering a university that is sustainable and innovative with
a strong international reputation for academic excellence and
outstanding research.
The Cognitive Analytics Research Laboratory was established
following consultation with industry and civic stakeholders and will
have a strong focus on economic and societal impact. Ulster has a
long history of expertise in data analytics in terms of both machine
learning algorithms and the application of analytical techniques
across a diverse range of domains.
The Cognitive Analytics Research Laboratory is part of the Faculty
of Computing, Engineering and the Built Environment, one of
the University’s four faculties. The Faculty’s research excellence is
recognised nationally and internationally.

The successful applicants will have a determined and resilient
approach to leadership, encouraging creativity and innovation
in a relevant area of data analytics and be able to build strong
stakeholder relationships so as to play a key strategic role in
enabling the University to fulfil its potential. They will ensure the
development and delivery of the Cognitive Analytics Research
Laboratory and build and nurture partnerships (both external and
internal) as required.

The appointments are permanent and are open to applications
from individuals or teams. There are two Professorships, four
Readerships/Senior Lectureships and six Lectureships available.
The Cognitive Analytics Research Laboratory will be headquartered
at the Magee campus.

The University offers an attractive reward package including
a competitive starting salary, access to an attractive pension
scheme and financial assistance with relocation expenses
where appropriate.

The closing date for receipt of completed applications is
30 June 2017.

Ulster University wishes to appoint 12 outstanding academics for its new Cognitive Analytics Research
Laboratory to further develop its excellence in the area of cognitive analytics.
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Faculty of Engineering and Environment
Department of Computer and Information Sciences
Head of Department - Ref EAE16/40
Full Time • Location: Newcastle uponTyne • Salary: Competitive

With an outstanding result in REF 2014, Northumbria was
the UK’s largest riser in research power and now enjoys a top
50 position for research. The University has the highest level
of student entry qualifications of any modern university, in
addition to strong student satisfaction, high-quality home and
international recruitment, and high-performing collaborations
and partnerships at home and overseas.

The University is seeking to appoint an exceptional academic with a
proven track record of personal excellence as Head of Department.

Youwill assist and support the Pro Vice-Chancellor for the Faculty in
the strategic leadership of the Faculty’s academic and entrepreneurial
activities, and drive performance to achieve transformational change
in the context of the University’s Vision, Corporate Strategy, plans,
policies and procedures. Youwill contribute personally to building
the University’s and the Faculty’s reputation and ranking.

As a member of the Faculty Executive Team, you will be responsible
for the leadership andmanagement of colleagues to deliver academic
excellence across all areas of activity within the Department.

As Head of the Department of Computer & Information Sciences
youwill develop and deliver a strategy that promotes excellence in
research, enterprise, and learning and teaching across Computer,
Data & Information Sciences and Computer Networks & Security,
that reflects Northumbria University’s vision and corporate strategy.

This is a permanent appointment as an academic with a fixed
period of 5 years as HoD, (followed by a 6 month sabbatical) and
renewable as HoD for a further period, and with a view of taking
up a permanent Professorial role in the Faculty.

This role offers an exciting opportunity to join a dynamic and innovative
university, a challenger institution with genuine global ambition.

For an informal discussion about the role, please contact
Professor Glen McHale, Pro Vice-Chancellor for the Faculty on
+44 (0)191 2273660 or glen.mchale@northumbria.ac.uk.

We are aiming for a start date of January 2018.

For more information or a confidential conversation please
contact our retained consultant Richard Beresford at TMP
Worldwide UK Ltd on 0117 910 3124 or send your CV to him at
richard.beresford@tmpw.co.uk andhewill respond to youdirectly.

Northumbria University takes pride in, and values, the quality
and diversity of our staff. We welcome applications from all
members of the community. The University holds an Athena
SWAN (Bronze) award in recognition of our commitment to
improving employment practices for the advancement of gender
equality and is amember of the Euraxess network, which delivers
information and support to professional researchers.

ClosingDate: 23 June 2017

Northumbria is an
equal opportunities
employer
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Faculty of Health and Life Sciences

Institute of Life and Human Sciences
School of Psychology

Senior Lecturer in Psychology Grade 9
£51,260 - £63,009 pa
As part of the continued growth of Psychology provision at Liverpool, we wish
to appoint an outstanding individual with experience of leading successful
taught undergraduate and/or postgraduate programmes. You should have a
PhD in a relevant subject area (psychology or a related discipline, or
professional doctorate) with extensive teaching experience in a relevant area
of psychology cognitive/forensic/social/physical, mental health or lifespan
development (inc. ageing), delivered at all levels, and be fully conversant with
external regulatory and professional accreditation processes, as well as more
local quality assurance processes. You will also have demonstrated your
ability to undertake and publish research of at least a national standing, and/
or have attained similar status in pedagogical research and the development of
innovative learning and teaching strategies. Job Ref: 007629/THE

Lecturer/Senior Lecturer Grade 7/8
(2 posts)
£32,958 - £49,772 pa
As part of the continued growth of Psychology provision at Liverpool, we wish
to appoint two Lecturers who have experience of contributing to successful
taught undergraduate and/or postgraduate programmes. You will have relevant
teaching experience in cognitive/forensic/social/physical, mental health
or lifespan development (inc. ageing), delivered at all levels, and be fully
conversant with external regulatory and professional accreditation processes,
as well as more local quality assurance processes. You should have a degree
(2:1 or above) in Psychology or a related discipline and have (or be about to
obtain) a PhD in Psychology. You will also have experience of undertaking and
publishing research of at least a national standing, and/or have attained similar
status in pedagogical research and the development of innovative learning and
teaching strategies. Job Ref: 007627/THE

Closing date for both Posts: 20 June 2017

For full details and to apply online, please visit: https://recruit.liverpool.ac.uk

Please quote job ref in all enquiries.

COMMITTED TO DIVERSITY AND EQUALITY OF OPPORTUNITY

CHAIR IN RESPONSIBLE BUSINESS

Birmingham Business School is

at the heart of a global institution

with a compelling and ambitious

agenda in higher education.

This post, leading a generously

(externally) funded new Centre

for Responsible Business,

provides a unique opportunity

to drive an extensive research

programme and transform

responsible business practice

within the banking sector

and beyond.

This high profile Centredemands

a Chair (who will also assume

Centre Directorship), with

evidence of outstanding

research leadership, a track

record in business ethics,

corporate governance or an

associated field and successful

engagement with multiple

stakeholders across policy,

business, the media and

the public.

Closing date: 15 June 2017

Job reference: 56993

www.bham.ac.uk/jobs
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